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CHAPTER I 
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF HIGH TEMPERAWRE ON THE 
SCHUMANB-RUNGE ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION CONTI:NUUM OF OXYGEN 
INTROWCTION 
The absorption coefficient ot a gas tor light of a given wave­
length is commonly defined by the relation: 
( l ) 
where I and I0 are the transmitted and incident intensities of the 
light, k is the absorption coefficient in ca-l and pl is the thickness 
-in centimeters ot the absorbing gas �er reduced to standard density. 
The absorption coefficient tor a given gas is a function ot the gas 
teaperature and of the wavelength of the light. Figure l is intended 
to illustrate the general effect ot these parameters on an absorption 
continuum like that found in oxygen. The curves shown were selected 
from calculations made tor this dissertation. The wavelength dependence 
is such that the absorption coe�ticient has a maximum value at a particular 
wavelength and falls ott to either side. Increasing t�rature has three 
ettects: 
( l ) the magnitude of the peak decreases 1 
(2) the position ot the peak shif'ts to shorter wavelengths, 
(�) the range over which absorption occurs spreads out to both 
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Figure 1.- Absorption coefficient of molecular oxygen: typical curves. 
The oxygen continuua with vbich this dissertation is concerned 
has a peak between 14oo A and 1500 A and at rooa temperature extends 
from 1300 A to 1750 A. One ot the chief reasons tor atteapting a 
quantitative evaluation ot the effect ot high te.perature on this 
absorption continuua is that the absorption can be used to follow rapid 
changes in the concentration ot .olecular oxygen, such as those which 
occur in fast che.ical reactions behind shock waves. 
3 
Since the oxygen involved in these processes is at much higher 
temperature than tbat at which present� existing measurements ot the 
absorption coefficient were lll&de 1 knowledge ot the teaperature dependence 
ot the absorption coefficient is needed. 
Several J&persl have reported measured values of the absorption 
coefficient obtained at rooa taperature. These data are shown on 
figure 2. 'fhe two curves vbich also appear on figure 2 are the results 
ot two theoretical calculations.2 Stueckelburg's curve was calculated 
speciticallJ tor oxygen, but the other curve is an application to oxygen 
ot a general tor.ula derived b7 Sulzer and Wieland tor calculating the 
absorption coefficient ot a diatomic gas at s:r:ry teaperature troa a knowl-
edge ot its absorption at 0° K and its characteristic vibrational temperature. 
Apparent� no work has been done on the determination ot the con­
tinuous absorption coefficient ot oXygen at elevated teaperature. However, 
Sulzer and Wieland • s toratla is applicable at high teaperature and agrees 
well with •asured Talues3 ot the continuous absorption coefficients ot 
chlorine, iodine, and bromine at teaperatures up to 2,oooo JC. SOlie typical 
curves calculated troa their torstl.a and the corresponding experillental 
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Figure 2 . - Absorption coeffic ient of molecular oxygen; measured 
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Figure ).- Absorption coefficient of molecular chlorine. 
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Figure 4.- Temperature dependence of absorption curve peaks. 0'\ 
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In this dissertation both expert-ental and theoretical approaches 
are JIIBde to the problea of deterainiog the absorption coefficient of 
ox;ygen at high teaperature. High-te��,Perature oxygen vas obtained by 
meana of the ca��pression occurrillg in a shock wave passing through 
oxygen contained in a steel tube. The gas vas heated to te��,Peratures 
in the range 4,000° to 10,000° K iD a time which vas short coapered to 
the instru.ental resolving time, which vas of the order of a few tenths 
of a Jl.icrosecoad. Light intensity as a tunction of time vas displayed 
on an oscilloscope screen and photographed. 
were: 
In the theoretical approach three calculatioll8 were made. !hey 
(1) substitution into the fonmla of Sulzer aDd Wieland, 
( 2) the "reflection" or "delta tunction" method, 
{ 3 ) a 110re elaborate calculation in which an IBM 7o4 coaputer 
was used. 
CHAPTli:R II 
THEORETICAL CA.Irolld'IOB OF THE ABSORPTION COB!'FICIERT 
Background Material 
1. Discussion ot � Molecular State 'l'ransitions Responsible 
m Sch'I.Uialln•Rw!ge Absorption 
The absorption continuua under study adJoins the Schumann-
Runge .oleeular band ayatea4 in oxygen and is due to the same electronic 
traDSi tion. Each electronic state ot a diatoaic 110leeuile has a charac-
teristic potential energy associated with the vibration ot the nuclei 
along the line joining their centers. The vibrational potential energy 
curves tor the five known electronic states ot the 02 .olecule are shown 
in figure 5· Morse tunctions5 were used; the constants were obtained 
froa Herzberg's book6 except tor the dissociation energy, De, vhieb vas 
obtained troa Brix and Herzberg 1. 
Three kiDds of aoleeular energy are involved in the transitions 
responsible tor the Schuaan.-Runge band systea. They are as follows: 
a. Electronic energy cb&Dges. Electronic energy cbaDges are 
represented by vertical distances between the potential curves ot 
figure 5. The only transition between the known electronic states ot 
oxygen which is allowed by strict application ot the selection rulee8 
is the B( 'r.u> �X( 'rs> transition which giTes rise to the SchUMDD­
Runge band systea. Since the selection rules are not ca.pletely obeyed 
other transitions between these states do occur, but the absorption and 
emission due to thea are weak. 
9 
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Figure 5.- Vibrational potential energy of the oxygen molecule. 
b. Vibrational energy che.nges. So.ae o-r the vibrational energy 
10 
levels o-r the states are also shOWD on "rigure 5· The iDClividual abeorp-
tion bands o-r the Schu.ann-Runge systea are due to transitions which 
oriaiuate ill one ot the vibrational levels ot the X( 'ti> state and 
teraillate in one ot the vibrational levels ot the B(3I;) state. The 
absorption contiuuua is due to the same transitions except that the final 
state lies above the dissociation 11a1 t ot the B state. Molecules which 
have absorbed light in the contiuuua immediately dissociate illto one 
normal ( 3p) and one excited ( lD) atoa9. In electronic transitions 
there is no strict selection rule tor the vibrational quantum ...oe�lO. 
c. Rotational energy cba!!ges. Exaaination of the individual �aDds 
in a aolecular band system with a spectroscope ot high resolving power 
reveals a fine structure which is attributed to rotation of the aoleeules. 
Figure 6 shove some ot the rotational levels associated with the v" a 0 
and v" • 10 vibrational levels ot the X state ot �· The selection 
rulesll tor rotational transitions limit changes in the rotational quan-
tum DWilber between t states to IlK a ±1. This, plus the fact that the 
rotational energy level spacing is small ccapared to the spacing of 
electronic and vibrational levels, made it possible to neglect the effect 
of the ch&Dge in rotational energy on the calculation of the absorptiOn 
coefficient in the continuum . 
2. Distribution �Molecules� Vibrational States 
At 0° K all the 02 molecules in a given saaple are in the v" P 0 
level ot the X state. To calculate the absorption coefficient at �° K 
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vn = 0(787 cm- 1) v�· = 1 0(1 5 ,2 62 cm-1) 
Figure 6. - Rotational energy levels of v" == 0 and v" == 10 vibra­
tional levels . (Te� value == Bv rrK(K + 1 ), where B0 == l. 438 cm-1 
and B1� == 1 . 280 em- . )  
higher temperatures transitions tram excited vibrational states have 
to be taken into account. To do this the absorption coefficient was 
calculated for each initial state as if it were the only one and the 
overall absorption coefficient was found by adding the contributions 
traa all the states. lumbers representing the relative populations 
ot the 1Ditial levels were used as weightiDg factors. 1'he expression 
used tor calculating the weighting factors was: 
12 
Byn(T) = ( 1/S) exp( -Gvnhc/KT) (2) 
where 
S • I: exp( -Gynhc/ttT) + I: exp( -Gy he/reT) + I: exp( -a..._ he/ reT)  
v" Ya a VD -Y'b 
Ov• • energy ot v" level 1D ca-1 (referred to v• • 0 as the zero 
level), 
Ova(b) • energy ot va(b) level 1D ea·
l (referred to v" • 0 as the 
zero level). 
Bote that vibrational levels ot the a( 1�) and b( 1�) states 
were included in the partition tunction, s. Absorption ot light by 
these states is nesJ.i&ible and it is not necessary to consider thea 1D 
calculating the overall coefficient except tor their appearance in the 
partition twlction. 1'he partition :tunction vas calculated by S'-'"8 
the terms shown over all the vibrational levels present in the potential--
right up to the dissociation energy. S(T) is plotted on figure 7. 
The relative population ot the vibrational levels ot the X, a, 
and b states is shown on figure 8 tor 5,000° and 101000° K. The 
population ot the rotational states ot the v" • 0 and v• • 10 levels 
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Figure 9·- Relative population of rotational levels. 
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3. � Franck-Condon Principle 
a. !!!!, ideas. The absence ot selection rules tor vibrational 
quantua number changes occurring in electronic transitions has already 
been •ntionecl. The observed intensity distributions are adequately 
explained by the quantum aechanical tolWllation ot the J'ranck-Conclon 
principle. The •in idea iD this principle is that the electrons move 
so rapidly coapared to the heavy nuclei that the positions aod velocities 
ot the nuclei are unchanged in an electronic transition. !'roa the view­
point ot classical aecbanice the nuclei spend .,st ot their tille near 
the turning pointe ot the vibrational motion, where they have zero 
velocity. Thus the most probable transitions are those tor which a 
turning point ot the upper state occurs at the same internuclear distance 
as a turning point ot the lover state. The quantua mechanical formulation 
states that the transition probability is proportional to the square ot the 
vibrational overlap integral, 
ioo ¢{r)u(r) dr 
where ¢( r) is the vibrational wave function tor the lover state and 
u(r) is the vibrational wave tunction tor the upper state. It ¢(r) 
and u(r) are replaced by delta fUnctions located at the turning points 
the classical Franck-Condon result is obtained. 
b. E.xpression !2,:: the absort)tion coefficient. Discussions o:t' the 
quantum mechanical formulation are given in Herzberg's bookl2 and by 
Coolidge, James, and Present13. The following expression tor the absorp­




However, it does differ in same respects. His equation (Vll,l) is 
written as: 
labs - Y tv•tv" dr 
v'v" [J ] 2 
where lv'v" is the absorption intensity in ergs ca-2 sec·l of a band abs 
of the v'vtt electronic transition. Referring to his equations (Vl,62) 
and (Vl,63)1 p. 383, it can be seen that: 
l&bs = (Iv - ly)dy = (ly - ly) • 1 v'v" J 2 o 
where lv is the intensity of transmitted light per unit wave number 
interval and ky is the absorption coefficient in cm·l at the wave 
number �. The integration is justified by the fact that for a 
0 
continuum ly - lv is practically constant over a unit wave number 
interval. The replacement of 1 - e-kv Ax by kv 6x is Justified 
because the absorption path length Ax can be made as small as one 
pleases and still be related to the total path length, l, by the 
equation 1 = I: (Ax)i. This can be seen from the relation: 
i 
0 k- Axle k- 6x2 k- 6x 0 [ n ( ) l IV = IV e- " - " • • •  e- " n = lv exp -t;1� 6x ij 
From the above equations it can be seen that: 
v'v" _2. v•v" _2. kv a labS /rv Ax - labS 1 SinCe ry 6Jc = COnstant 
The factor E*( a hv) is the energy of' the absorbed quantum and 
-is equivalent to Herzberg's factor v. The factor F is a normaliza-
tion factor f'or the upper state wave tunction1 u. The factor E is 
the energy of' the oxygen molecule 1D the f'inal state measured f'rom the 
asyaptote of' the B( 3tu) curve. This factor is not present in the 
expression f'or X:�:" tor a discrete line but does appear in the 
TV.:.v" expression f'or �us in a continuum where iDteDBi ty refers to energy 
per unit of' spectral Width. This is pointed out by Coolidge, James, 
18 
and Presentl4 but is not mentioned by Herzberg. This does not mean that 
Herzberg's treatment is 1D error, however, because the E factor cancels 
out when the normalization of' the u f'Unction is considered. 
c. Discussion � � ef'f'ect � neglecting !!!!_ variation of' 
electronic transition probability� internuclear distance. Equation (3) 
makes no allovance f'or the variation of' the electronic transition proba-
bility with internuclear distance. Theoretical calculation of' this varia-
tion is impractical because the necessary electronic wave f'Unctions are 
not known but some empirical treataentsl5 have been given. Berzbergl.6 
pointe to the excellent �titative agreement often obtained between 
theory and experiment as justification f'or neglecting this factor. Since 
there is no reason why the electronic traDSition probability at a given 
value of' r should be a f'Unction of' temperature 1 good agreement obtained 
between theory and expert.ent at room temperature can be used as a crite-
rion of' the adequacy of' the as8UJIIiPtion. Converse�, by assuming that any 
discrepancies present are due to this assumption the variation of' the 
electronic transition probability with internuclear distance can be 
calculated. 
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d. Discussion £! � effect £! neglecting !!!!, rotation £! !!!!, 
molecules. Equation (3) also ignores the rotation of the molecules. 
This is commonly done in order to cut down on the labor of the computa­
tions and tor molecules with deep potential wells does not lead to large 
errors. The tollowiDg discussion of the considerations involved is 
similar to one given by Gibson, Rice, and �lissl7. 
For a rotating vibrator centritugal forces are actiDg on the 
nuclei in addition to the usual restoriDg forces. The result is that 
the vibrational motion takes place under the influence of an effective 
potentiall8 given by the equation: 
(4) 
where Vo(r) is the potential curve for the rotationless state, Be is 
the rotational constant h/a.2CMe1 and K is the rotational quantum 
number. Me is the moment of inertia of the molecule. Figure 10 shows 
some of these curves for the X and B states of oxygen. 
Most of the rotating molecules in the eleven lowest vibrational 
levels of the X state have rotational quantum numbers of the order of 
K .. 50 at a temperature of 101000° K. (See fig. 9·) For the X state 
the minimum of the effective potential curve as compared to that of the 
rotationless state is shifted up by 3458 ca-l and to the right from 
1.207 A to 1.234 A. At the left extremity of r values used (r • l.o8 A) 
the curve is shifted up by 4514 ea-1 and at the right extremity 
(r = 1.32 A) it is shifted up by 3022 ca-l. The net effect on the shape 
of the curve when the upward Shift of the minimum is subtracted out is 
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436 cm-1 at the right extremity plus a shift to the right of the minimum 
by 0.027 A. The vertical changes amount to about 2 per cent of the depth 
of the potential well and the horizontal shitt of the minimum to about 
11 per cent of the ranse of r values used. The effect on the B state 
is almost exactly the same. The lett extremity is raised by 4516 cm·l 
(com.pe.red to 4514 CIIL-1 tor the X state) and the right extremity by 
3024 ca-l (compared to 3022 cm·l for the X state) . The minimum of the 
B state does not fall within the ranse of r values used. The vibra­
tional energy eigenvalues and eigentunctiona are functions of the shape 
of the potential and thus are slightly different for each rotational 
state. These dit:rerences were neglected in using equation (3)1 since 
only eigenfunctions for the rotationless state were used in performing 
the calculations. 
It should be pointed out that the above effects of rotation on 
the potential curves were calculated for the worst condi tiona being con­
sidered., that is., at the highest temperature and at the extreme values of 
r. It is also important to note that., since both curves are affected in 
almost exactly the same way., the net distortion of the curves is what is 
re� important and not the total energy shifts. In view of the fact 
that the actual potential curves are not accurately known., the approxi­
mately 2 per cent energy shifts are not particularly serious. However, 
the ll per cent shitt in the minimum of the lower curve may have an 
appreciable effect on the final results because it probably shifts the 
peaks of the lower state wave functions by roughly comparable amounts. 
A small amount of uncertainty is introduced into the energy ch&Dge 
to be associated with a given transition when the rotational energy changes 
22 
are lumped together. The change in the rotational quantum DllJDber must 
be plus or minus 11 which means that transitions differing in energy 
by twice the rotational lewl spacing in the upper state are counted to 
be the same. At K = 50 two rotational level spacings in the B state 
amount to 164 ca-l. This amounts to about 0.3 per cent ot a typical 
total energy change in a Schumann-Runge transition. 
Calculation ot the Absorption Coetticient Using the 
"Reflection" or "Delta Function" Method 
1. Calculation ,2! � Initial State � Functions 
The problem of evaluating the absorption coetticient was reduced 
in equation ( 3) to the problem ot integrating the product of the vi bra-
tional wave functions tor the initial and tinal states. For the contin-
uum under study the initial states are bound vibrational levels ot the 
X( 3tg) state. In this calculation they are represented by normalized 
Morse wave tunctionsl9. These are solutions to Schroedinger's equation 
when a Morse potential is used for the vibrational potential. The 
tolloving equations put these statements into mathematical torm: 
�·(r) • [.&..•(x,)v";� �-[! xe·le-�(r - re) + 





The samewbat simpler harmonic oscillator wave tunctions20 could 
be used, but they neglect the as,..etry of the potential curve and this 
has an appreciable effect on the higher vibrational wave functions. 
Figure 11 compares the Morse potential for the X( 3z:-) state to 
g 
the parabolic potential (corresponding to harmonic oscillator wave 
tunctions) and also to the �1 and to the Burlbu.i"t-B1rschtelder22 
potentials. Except for the parabolic potential the agreement is good 
over the range ot r values needed (r ,. l.o8 A to 1.32 A). The 
Morse potential was chosen not only because it appears to be a fairly 
good representation of the X state potential but also because, except 
tor the parabolic potential, it is the onlJr one mentioned which leads to 
solutions of the Schroedinger equation in closed form. 
2. SUbstitution!!!_ Delta Functions for �Final State.!!!!,! Functions 
For the continuum under stu� the final state lies in a continuum 
of energy states above the dissociation 11111 t of the B( 3t;) state and 
is represented by a wave tunction which near the turning point reseables 
a bound state wave tunction. However, as r approaches infinity the wave 
function does not vanish but becomes a sine tunction1 as is appropriate 
for the wave function representing a tree particle. Good results can 
often be obtained by replacing this wave tunction by a delta function 
located at the turning point. This substitution is the basic assumption 
UDderlyiDg the "reflection" method. Berzberg23 discusses � this method 
works. Briefly, it works because the main contribution to the overlap 
integral comes trom the broad maximum near the turning point of the final 
state wave function. Contributions from the other maxima and minima tend 
24 
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Figure 11.- Comparison of potential curves for the x}.cg state. 
to cancel each other so long as the oscillation trequenc,y of the final 
state wave function is large compared to the frequency of the initial 
state wave function. 
The Morse, Dw:lhaa1 Burlburt-Hirschtelder1 and JO.ein-Rydberg24 
potentials tor the B state are shown on figure 12. The Klein-Rydberg 
potential is derived direct!f from spectroscopic data and unlike the 
other potentials, is shown by plotted points. Also shown are a number 
ot calculated points which show where the B state potential should lie 
in order to give agreement between the absorption predicted by the 
"reflection" method and the experimental data shown on figure 2. The 
procedure used to obtain these points is described in Appendix A. 
The agreement between the three curves is not good. Th.e points 
calculated from experimental data show fair!f good agreement among them­
selves even though they are based on three independent investigations 
and were obtained by two different methods of calculations. Because of 
this the true course of the potential is probablf most near!f represented 
by a curve drawn through these points. The curve foUDd in this way is 
shown on figure 13. A detailed discussion of the problem of accurate!f 
deteraining molecular potential curves from spectroscopic data is given 
by Coolidge, James and Vernon25. They do not deal direct� with the 
determination ot a curve above the dissociation limit, however. 
3. Relation Between � Energy 2!:, � Absorbed Li@t Qu&ntum and � 
Internuclear Distance at which � Transition Occurs 
Th.e energy difference between a given initial state and a given 
final state is the energy of the absorbed light quantum, E*. The value 
of r at the turning point of the upper state was unique� related to 
.-t 
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the energy ot the final state through the potential curve shown on 
figure 13.  The energies of the discrete initial states were assumed 
28 
to be the Morse eigenvalues tor the X state. Thus, r s and E* were 
uniquely related tor a given value of v" .  The relation between rs and 
E* tor v" • 0 is shown on figure 1�. To find the relation between rs 
and E* tor v" • 11 2, etc. , the energy dirterence between the level 
involved and the v" • 0 level was subtracted tram the E* value found 
tram the curve. 
4 . Procedure !:2!:. Calculating the Absorption Coerticient � the "Reflection" 
Method 
The procedure followed in us1Dg the "reflection" method to calcu-
late the absorption coefficient was as follows: 
a. Calculation of � Morse � functions. Morse wave functions 
were calculated tor each of the eleven lowest vibrational levels of the 
X state. Some ditticulty was encountered in evaluating the associated 
Laguerre polynomials ot order tour and greater due to the rapidly 
increasing number of decimal places required to obtain significant 
dirterences between the terms. This problem. was solved by finding the 
roots ot the polynomials and then expressing the polynomials in factored 
form. 
b. Calculation � �  absorption coefficient !2!:_ � initial state. 
" 
Equation (3) was used to calculate eleven kv"(A) curves, where 
A J& kv"(�) • kv"(�)/kO. For these curves each of the eleven lowest vibrational 
levels ot the X state was in turn considered to be the initial state in 
which absorption takes place. The upper state wave functions were replaced 











Thi s curve i s  for v" = 0 .  For the higher vibrational 
levels subtract from E* the difference in energy 
between v " = 0 and v " = v" . 
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by properly nonalized delta functions located at the turning points . 
The follovizag formula was the result : 
(8)  
where figure 14 vas used to relate ltv"( A)  to ltv"( r s ) aDd. C1 was 
A 
chosen to make the maximum value of ko(A)  = 1.  The derivation of this 
foraula is given in Appendix B. The kv"(A) curves obtained are shown 
on figure 15 . 
Some ot the ky•( A)  curves were not calculated over the entire 
razage of wavelengths which is available on figure 15 . The limits placed 
on the curves to which this statement applies are indicated on the figure 
by vertical lines.  The lozag wavelength lillits correspond to the con-
vergence limit of the band spectrum, that is, to the dissociation energy 
of oxygen in the B state, and the short wavelength limits correspond 
to the arbitrary value, r = l.o8 A, taken for the left extremity of the 
range of r .  Note that the higber the initial vibrational energy level 
the farther the continuum extends towards lozager wavelengths . Thus, the 
sharp division between continuum aDd. band absorption which occurs at 
1750 A for �sen26 at room te.;erature is not present at high temperature . 
Instead, there is a region of overlapping band and continuum absorption 
beginning at 1750 A and extending to longer wavelengths .  New bands also 
appear as a result of the population of excited vibrational states of the 
X state . The wavelengths and relative intensities of the bands over-
lapping the continuum can be calculated by the Franck-Condon method but 
were not included in the calculations presented here . Fraser, Jarmain, 
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Wurster 1 Treanor 1 and Gliok28 have observed some of the bands . The 
extension of the continuum has been observed by Golden and Myerson29 . 
c .  Calculation S: �  overall absorption coefficient . The overall 
absorption coefficient was calculated from the follOWing formula : 
where Kyn{T) is the weighting factor based on relative populations 
of the initial levels . The curves obtained are shown on figure 16 . 
... 
The limits imposed on the kyu(A)  curves carry over to the 
,. 
( 9 )  
�(�) curves. The discontinuities on the long wavelength ends correspond 
,. 
to the long vaveleDgth llm1ts of the tyn(�) curves . The extent of the 
curves toward short wavelengths is controlled by the short wavelength 
,. 
li:mits of the kv"(A) curves .  It has alr� been mentioned that the 
short wavelength limit is due to the arbitrary cut-off at r = 1.o8 A .  
To go farther into the Short wavelength region would require a rather 
long extrapolation of the potential curve from the region where it has 
been determined from measured data. 
d. Discussion !2! � etf'ect £! neglecting initial states � which 
,. 
v" > 10. Equation (9) neglects contributions to kl,r('A) from all initial 
states for which Y" > 10 . Figures 7 and 8 show that about 
O .l25/8.o8 = 1.55 per cent of the oxygen 110lecules are in the v" = 10 
... 
state at 101000° JC. Figure 15 shows that k10('A)  oscillates somewhat 
like a sine function w1 th a peak-to-peak amplitude of about 0. 2. Thus 1 
the average contribution of klo(�) to �A) at the highest temperature 
being considered is  about 0 .0015 with the actual contribution at a given 
wavelength varying from 0 to 0.0030. Contributions like this have a very 
" k 
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small effect on the shape of the distribution curve . Contributions 
from the higher states are even smaller and are more or less r&Ddoml.y 
distributed over the wavelength range . Thus the cutting off of the 
calculations at v" a 10 is believed to have a negligible effect on 
the shape of the distribution curve . 
Calculation of the Absorption Coefficient 
Using an Im.1 704 Computer 
1. Description 2!_ Method � Procedures 
a. Machine evaluation £!: overlap integrals . As has already been 
mentioned, equation { 3 ) reduces the problem of calculating the absorption 
coefficient to the evaluation of the vibrational overlap integral, 
�� ;vnudr . For the digital computer calculations Morse eigenfUnctions 
were used for the ground state wave functions and the excited state wave 
functions were found by using the computer to solve the Schroedinger 
equation: 
{ 10) 
The solution wa s  started by specifYing the values of u and 
du/dr at the turning point of the 110tion in the upper state and was 
continued by the Runge-Kutta procedure30 as far as needed into the region 
where E '  - V '  > o .  The machine evaluated the overlap integral at the 
Same time and the Value read OUt at the end Of the run W8S r � ¢vnudr 1 Jrs 
where r8 is the internuclear distance corresponding to the starting point . 
It was o� necessary to integrate out to r values where the integral 
attained a constant value since the integrand vanishes when �" 
vanishes . Runs were made in the opposite direction ( i .e . , into the 
region where E '  - V '  < 0 )  from the same starting point to evaluate 
for s ¢vnu4r and the two parts vere added to obtain fo 00 ;v"udr. The 
machine results in the region where E '  - V '  < 0 vere not satisfactory. 
The trouble was due to the f'act that d2u/dr2 > 0 in this region -­
Eking the solution unstable . Coolidge, James, and Present31 reported 
similar d.itficulty. The problem could have been solved by adjusting 
dn/dr at rs slightly so as to obtain positive diYerging and negative 
diverging u' s f'or nearly identical values of' du/dr at rs • However, 
the required integrals were COQUted instead vi th a desk integrator using 
Hankel functions f'or the u functions . Schitt32 points out that Hankel 
functions are solutions of' equation (10 ) when V 1 is a linear tunction 
of' r .  The te.ngent to the potential curve was used f'or V 1 in the 
Hankel solutions . 
b .  Checking the machine results . The following checks vere made 
on the machine results : 
( 1) For a tev runs Hankel solutions were computed over the whole 
range of' r values necessary using the tangent to the 
potential curve as the potential f'unction. The observed 
deviations tram the machine computed u f'unctions vere 
in the correct directions and vanished as the point of' 
taDgency was approached. 
( 2 ) Plots of' the integrand were made over the range of' r values 
used. The Junction of' the two parts at the starting point 
vas smooth in every case . 
{ 3 )  Spot checks of the value of J: 00 ¢v•udr were made with a 
desk integrator and were in satisfactory agreement with the 
machine re sults . 
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c .  Normalization £! � � functions . The numerical values of 
the vibrational overlap integrals are properly related to each other 
onlY when normalized wave fUnctions are used . The Morse wave fUnctions 
used were normalized but the u functions obtained from the IBM machine 
were not . The nece ssary normalization factor is shown in Appendix C 
to be pJ-/2 = constant times a -l/6r;J./4, where a is the slope of the 
potential curve at r 8 • 
d. Formula for calculating � absorption coefficient . When 
-,J-/2 was substituted in equation { 3 )  the result was : 
{ 11) 
Equation { 11) is comparable to equation { 8 )  of the previous section 
A 
on the "reflection" method. Figure 14- was used to relate kytt{'A) to 
A A 
kv"{r8 ) and C2 was chosen to make the peak value of ko{"') .. l .  
2. calculation £! �  Absorption Coefficient E!:2!! � Machine Results 
The procedure followed in calculating the absorption coefficient 
was exactly the same as was used for the "reflection" method except that 
A 
equation { ll ) was used to calculate the values of kv" in place of 
equation { 8) • 
A 
curves are shown on figure 15 and the itT( A)  
curves are shown on figure 16. 
Calculation of the Absorption Coefficient 
Using Sulzer and Wieland ' s  Formula 
1.  Statement � the Formula � Calculation � � Absorption Coefficient 
The tormula33 given by SUlzer and Wieland is written in terms of 
the wave number, v, and is as follows : 
where � is the maximum value of k.T{v) at 0° K, 8 is the character­
istic temperature which appears in the vibrational partition function 
for the X state, Ym is the wave number for which k.r{ v) has its 
maximum value , and AV0 is the natural half-breadth of the Jto(i) 
� � curve, that is, Av0 is the difference between the two values of v 
for which kQ(v) = e-�. 
Dl ..... -In order to use equation ( 12) lr(51 v111 and Av0 must be evaluated 
from experimental measurements of the absorption at a temperature low 
enough so that kT( v) is for all practical purposes identical to ko( v} . 
Room temperature measurements are adequate for oxygen, since practical.ly 
all oxygen molecules are in the lowest vibrational state at room 
temperature . 
The following values were used for calculating the absorption 
coefficient tor oxygen : 
A 
� = 14oo Cll-1 
Ym = 69,000 ca-l 
Av = 6481 cm·l 0 
8 = 2,26o° K 
The resulting krr(1\} curves are shown on tigure 16 . 
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2. Under1ying Assumptions � � Resulting Limitations 
a .  statement � �  assumptions. The assumptions underlying Sulzer 
and Wieland • s approach are as follows: 
{ 1) Harmonic oscillator wave tunct1ona34, which are solutions of 
Schroedinger ' s  equation for a parabolic potential, were 
assumed for the initial state functions 
{ 2) The upper state potential was assumed to be a straight line 
{ 3 ) The upper state eigentunctions were replaced by delta 
functions as in the "reflection" method 
{ 4) The electronic transition probability was assumed to be 
independent of r 
{ 5) � expression, J:"(krv}v • e0118tant35, was replaced ey J: kdv • constant. This is equivalent to omittiDg E* 
,., 
from equations { 8) and { 11) or to omitting v from Herzberg ' s  
v ' v" equation for labs • 
{ 6) The effect of molecular rotation was neglected 
b. Limitations � to � assum,ptions. With the assumptions 
mentioned the calculation was simplified enough to permit summation of 
the equations over all the initial vibrational states to obtain the 
result given in equation { 12). The result is symmetrical about Ym 
and thus is incapable of shoviDg e.ny shift of the peak position vi th 
temperature such as appears on figure 1. Equation { 12) is similar to 
the equation for the normal curve of error, y • { 2�)-l/2exp( -x2/2), 
since it can be written as y = constant exp{ -tanh ax2) and the hyperbolic 
tangent does not differ much from its argument for small values of the 
argument. 
The Sulzer-Wieland equation is applicable to any diatomic 
molecule tor which the necessary constants can be evaluated and is 
torma.l.J..y applicable at any temperature . In practice, it baa been found 
to agree vell vith measured absorption coefficients tor the halogens at 
temperatures up to 21000° K. { See figs . 3 and 4 and refs . 3(a) to 3( g ) . )  
Because ot the rather drastic assumptions made in order to simplifY the 
theory enough to permit the result to be written in the form ot a siqle 
simple equation it is necessary to guard against using it without making 
some sort ot evaluation ot its probable range ot validity tor the 
molecule in que stion and tor the temperature range needed. As vill appear 
later in this dissertation, the Sulzer-Wieland formula is not adequate 
tor calculation ot the absorption coefficient ot oxygen up to 101000° K. 
Calculation ot the Absorption Coefficient Including an 
Empirical Correction tor the Variation ot the 
Electronic Trans ition Probability With 
Internuclear Distance 
1.  Determination and Discussion 2!, � Correction Factor 
a.  Method !2!:. determination � �  correction factor . The dis­
cussion tollovin& equation ( 3 ) mentioned that an empirical evaluation ot 
the variation ot the electronic transition probability, Re{ r ) 1  vith inter­
nuclear distance could be obtained by comparing experimental values ot the 
absorption coefficient to the theoretical values calculated tram equation ( 3 ) .  
Since the electronic transition probability was assumed to be constant in 
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the derivation of equation ( 3 ) 1  the factor required to make the theory 
agree vi th experiment can be interpreted as beiDg proportioD&l. t(! Re 2( r) . 
b .  Variation .2! � correction factor � wavelength. Figure 17 
shows the variation with wavelength of the factor mentioned. It vas 
derived from a ca.pariaon of the smooth, self-consistent data of 
Watenabe, Zelikot'f, and Inn to the IBM results . The variation is slow 
and smooth from 1750 A down to 1375 A. At 1375 A the slope suddenly 
changes sign and the factor drops sharply to zero at 1300 A.  
c .  Discussion of !. possible cause of � disturbance at 1375 A. 
The sharp drop-oft' mentioned above is particularly interesting and 
significant, since it indicates the presence of an additional factor 
affecting the absorption coefficient . Watenabe, Zelikoff, and Inn36 
suggested that another potential interacts Vi th the B( 'r.u) potential 
to cause this disturbance . Ev1dence37 has been cited for the existence 
of a potential in addition to the five well-established ones shown on 
figure 5 ·  It is designated as 3-u and transitions to it tram the 
X( 'z· ) ground state are allowed by the selection rules38. Figure 18 8 
shows that the 3.; curve which was proposed by llory39 and later 
substantiated by Vol.an4o could be reasonably extrapolated to cross the 
B( 3t;) curve at the point required to cause the disturbance noted at 
1315 A. On the other band, Wilkinson and Mull1ken41 gave some good 
arguments for believing that the 3� curve takes a different course . 
Their curve is also shown on figure 18. Perhaps two new curves are involved, 
only one of which is the '.; curve. 
d. Comparison � literature results . I1cbollt42 reported a 
determination of the variation of Re( r)  from the Schumann-Runge bands . 
1 . 6  
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Figure 18 . - Illustration of two suggested new potential curves for 02. 
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His results, which are based on calculated Franck-Condon factors and 
absorption measurements b;y Ditchburn and Beddle43, are shown on figure 17. 
Also shown are some additional points prepared from data given by Watena.be1 
Zelikott, and IDn44 . 
The variation of R8( r )  as defined b;y Nicholls ' curve is quite 
different trom the variation derived here . Since there is no reason to 
expect the electronic transition probability to be affected b;y the change 
tram band to continuum absorption, the two curves oU8)lt to Join a.oothly 
to each other and ought to look as it one were Just a continuation ot 
the other . 
The variation derived from the continuum absorption is believed 
to be the more reliable since the experi.JDental scatter ot the data used 
was IIUch smaller than that of the data available in the band region . 
This is illustrated on figure 17, where both continuua and discrete 
spectrum data trom the Watenabe, Zelikott, and Inn paper were used .  
2 .  Application 2! the Correction Factor !2 � Calculation � the 
Absorption Coefficient 
In the preceding paragraphs and on figure 17 Re( r )  was treated 
as though it were a function of wavelength. Because � and r8 are 
uniquely related tor a given initial vibrational level room temperature 
data can be treated this way .  At high temperature , however, several 
initial vibrational states are present and the tact that Re( r )  is 
basically a tunction ot r rather than � must be kept in mind . 
The eapirical correction factor shown on figure 17 was plotted 
A 
as a function ot r8 and was applied to the kv"( �)  curves ot figure 15 
by using the A1 rs relations defined in the discussion ot the 
"reflection" method. The new kyn(A) curves are not shown but the 
A 
resUlting new k.r(A) curves tor tbe IBM calculations are shown on 
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CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMEIITAL DETERMINATION OF THE ABSORPTION COEFFICIEnT 
Background Material 
1. Statement 2! � Ex,perimental Problem 
The expert.ntal problem was the determination at several 
selected wavelengths of the absorption coefficient, k, for molecular 
oxygen at temperatures up to 1o,oooo K. Since k is a tunction of 
wavelength and tem,perature these quantities had to be well defined 
during a measurement . The solution of equation ( 1 )  for the absorption 
coefficient 
,. 
k = -( l/Pl ) ln( I/I0) 
shows that tbe data neceesar,y for the determination ot k at given 
( 13 )  
wavelength and temperature were the ratio of the emergent to incident 
light intensity, the reduced gas density and the path length. 
2 .  Problem !2! Obtaining Heated Q!! S&mples 
a. Direct anroach versus shock heating. A direct approach to the 
problem of obtaining heated gas samples was made in references 2{ a),  3{ a ) ,  
3( b)  1 and 3( c )  by using electric heaters .  A more novel, and tor some 
purposes more satisfactory, way of heatil28 the gas samples was used in 
references 3( d),  3( e ) ,  3( f ) ,  and 3( g ) ,  where shock waves were used to 
compress and heat the gases .  Since molecular oxygen dissociates into 
atoms at temperatures above a few thousand degrees Kelvin, the alaoet 
instantaneous heating provided by the shock heating method was 
necessary tor the study of the absorption of oxygen up to 101000° K. 
Oxygen persists in the molecular form tor a short time behind a shock 
front because more molecular collisions are required tor dissociation 
ot the oxygen molecule than tor the excitation of its translational, 
rotational, and vibrational degrees of treedoa45 . 
b .  Advantages of shock heating. The advantages of using shock 
waves to heat the gas samples were : 
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(1) The containing vessel was not appreciably heated. This was 
very important since the two materials which transmit light 
vell in the vacuum ultraviolet, namely lithium fluoride and 
calcium fluoride, lose their transparency as temperature 
increasea46 and break easily under the mechanical stresses 
imposed by temperature grad1ents47. Even if these obstacles 
could have been overcome no containiDg walls would have long 
withstood te-.peratures up to 101000° K1 gas purity and high 
vacuWII. would have been difficult to maintain at high tempera­
ture and temperature gradients betveen heat sources and 
surroundings would have caused considerable trouble . 
( 2 )  The intensity ot the light source did not have to be steady 
since the transmitted light intensity changed at the shock 
front in a traction ot a microsecond. 
(3) The te.perature produced was uniform along the path length. 
c .  Disadvantages !:2!. shock heating. The disadvantages of using 
shock waves to heat the gas samples were : 
( 1) The temperature had to be calculated from the thel'JIIOdynamic 
properties of the gas and the measured shock velocity. 
( 2 ) An intense ultraviolet source was required to maintain a 
useful signal-to-noise ratio in the fast responding light 
detector required. 
3 .  Discussion of the Terms ''Shock Wave", ''Shock Front" 1 � "Shock Tube" 
Since terms like ,.shock wave" 1 " shock front" 1 and "shock tube" 
will be used frequently in the remainder of the dissertation a slight 
digression at this point for the �se of discussing and defining 
their meaning is in order. 
a. Shock waves and shock fronts . Figure 20 illustrates the 
essential characteristics of a norll&l shock wave, where "normal" 
indicates that the disturbanee is moving perpeDdicular to the plane 
which contains the shock front . The coordinate system for the figure 
was chosen stationary relative to the shock front in order to illustrate 
the velocity vectors conveniently. To an observer in the laboratory 1 
however 1 the shock wave shown in the figure is advancing to the right 
with the velocity, VI· It is moving into a stationary gas with pressure 
p1, density, PI, and temperature, 'l'I· For a short distance behind the 
shock front the pressure, density, velocity, and temperature are functions 
of the distance from the shock front due to the finite time required to 
attain thermal equilibrium. Atter that these quantities take on the steady 














Figure 20 . - Flow properties associated with a normal shock wave . 
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values Pe' Pe, ve, and Te, where the subscript e indicates the 
equilibriua state . There is a discontinuous change ( or at least an 
extremely rapid change ) in the above quantities at the shock front, 
whereas everywhere else the changes are smooth and continuous .  Except 
across the shock tront the flow is isentropic . Detailed discussions 
of shock waves can be found in the books by Courant and Friedericha48 
and Ferri49 .  For the purpose of this dissertation it is enough to know 
that the density and temperature changes across a shock front can be 
calcu.lated50 and that the correspoDding changes in ultraviolet light 
absorption can be measured. 
b .  Shock tubes .  Shock waves which compress and h�at gases to 
temperatures well above 10,000° K are easily produced in shock tubes . 
Since a great deal of detailed information about the construction, 
operation and theory of shock tubes exists in the li terature51 a com­
plete description of their nature is not necessary here . The following 
description of the essential parts of a shock tube and of the sequence 
of events when it is operated has been deliberately kept simple . 
The diagrams shown on figure 21 illustrate the basic parts .  It 
is an enclosed space separated into two parts by a thin diaphragm. A 
pressure difference is established across the diaphragm and then the 
diaphragm is suddenly removedJ that is, the diaphragm breaks. The second 
diagram on fisu;re 21 shows what happens when the diaphragm breaks . A 
shock wave travels into the low pressure chamber and a rarefaction wave 
travels into the high pressure chamber . Figure 22 is a distance-time 
diagram of the events occurring after a diaphragm break. Note that the 
rarefaction wave is represented by an expansion fan which as it passes 
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Figure 22 . - Distance-time diagram for a simple shock tube . 
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over the gas in chamber A reduces the high pressure initiall1 present 
to a value intermediate between the initial pressure in chamber A and 
the initial pressure in chamber B .  At the same time the shock wave is 
compressing the gas in chamber B to the same intermediate pressure. 
The last diagram on figure 21 illustrates a typical instantaneous 
pressure distribution in the shock tube. 
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The description of simple shock tubes is completed by the following 
statements :  
( 1 )  The shock Mach number, Mt = vii ax, is an increasing function 
ot the initial pressure ratio across the diaphragm. The 
limiting value ot M1 tor infinite pressure ratio52 is 
[<7B + l)/(7A - l)J (aAfaB)· 
(2) The quantities T/'rx, P/PI1 P/Pt are all increasing functions 
ot M:?3 . 
(3) The following device� have been shown to be effective tor 
producing higher shock Mach numbers than would be obtained 
trom the description given above: 
( a) Increasing the ratio of the sound speed in the driver 
gas to tbat in the driven gas by using a low molecular 
weight driver or by heating the driver . Sometimes a 
hot driver gas is obtained by igniting a combustible 
mixture, such as hydrogen and oxygen. 
( b ) Using two or more driver sections in cascade. 
(c) Making the driver section larger in cross-sectional area 
than the driven section . 
A recent experimental paper by Du;tt55 reported that the flow 
behind shock waves in small diameter shock tubes operated at low 
pressure departs markedly from the ideal flow described above . The 
conditions cited are precisely those present in the shock tube used for 
the work reported here . Before the paper appeared the following puzzling 
facts bad been noted: The distance between the shock front and the con-
tact surface between driven and driver gases was noticed to be far shorter 
than predicted by shock tube theory. It was also noticed that this 
distance, which measures the length of the hot gas region behind the 
shock front, did not increase as the shock wave progressed down the 
tube . This also conflicted with the usual shock tube theory. Both 
these e:rtects were reported by Duff and were attributed along with certain 
other effects to the formation of a laminar boundary �er behind the 
shock front . While this disturbance to the otherwise easi� calculated 
thermodynamic properties in the hot flow region complicates the task of 
those interested in stu�ing relaxation rates behind shock waves, it does 
not at:rect the thermodynamic calculation of temperature and density 
immediately behind the front, and these are the only ones required here . 
4. Problems Peculiar � the Vacu\Dil Ultraviolet Spectral Region 
Spectral measurements at wavelengths shorter than about 2000 A 
are conaiderab� more di:f:ficult than they would be in the visible spectrum 
because of the following items : 
a.  � materials !:!:! transparent � ultraviolet light . There are 
o� a few materials56 which are transparent in this region. Quartz 
becomes opaque at about 1500 A, sapphire at about 1425 A, barium fluoride 
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at about 1350 A, calcium fluoride at about 1225 A, and lithium 
fluoride at about 1050 A. At wavelengths shorter than 1050 A no 
windcws, prisms or lenses are available . Quartz and sapphire are 
strong materials and will withstand much thermal and mechanical stress, 
but calcium fluoride and lithium fluoride are very susceptible to both 
thermal and mechanical stresaes57 . 
b .  Contamination � optical components .!!. critical . The con­
tamination ot the surfaces of llirrors, gratings, lenses and windows 
by even thin films ot oil, water or other substances otten results in 
a great reduction in their efficiency in this spectral raage58. 
c .  Omen in air absorbs ul-traviolet light · Since the oxygen 
present in air absorbs light strongly in this spectral region all light 
paths must be kept tree from oxygen, either by providing an evacuated 
enclosure or by using nonabsorb1Dg gases in the light paths . 
d .  � ,2! intense light sources . Sources of intense ultraviolet 
light in the spectral range 1300 A to 1750 A are still in the develop­
ment stage . In the past the most coDDOnly used sources tor studying 
spectra in this region were as follows: 
( 1) The positive column discharge in bydrogen59, which produces 
a continuum from 1650 A upwards and the ma.ny-line 1110lecular 
bydrogen spectrum below 1650 A .  
( 2)  The continua emitted by the rare gases xenon and krypton 
under microwave excitation6o. Xenon emits from 1470 A 
upwards, with peak emission at 1750 A. Krypton emits from 
1236 A upwards, vi th peak emission at 1500 A .  
( 3) The Iqman continuua61 produced by a violent condenser 
discharge through a narrow-bore tube . This source emits 
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a continuum running f'rom a f'ew hundred angstrom units upwards .  
Conventional designs of' the f'irst tvo types mentioned f'ailed to 
produce adequate intensity of' ultraviolet light f'or the purposes of' 
this research . The Iqmau source tried produced intense ultraviolet 
light, but the material ejected quickly ruined the lithium fluoride 
viDdov on the shock tube . Additional reterences62 are listed in the 
bibliography which discuss other light sources f'or the vacuum ultra­
violet . All of' these were judged to be unsatisfactory f'or the purposes 
of' this research. 
The search f'or a suitable light source vas the greatest obstacle 
encountered in preparing the experimental equipment . However, suitable 
sources were tiDally developed at the Langley Research Center by the 
author and his co-vorker, Mr .  Charles J .  Schexn�der . Since these 
sources have not been thoroughly investigated, they probably are not 
opttawa designs . The description of' the sources used is given in the 
section which describes the equipment used in performing the research. 
5 .  Light Detection Problems 
a. Past responding detector needed. A f'ast responding detector 
f'or ultraviolet light was necessary in order to take advantage of' the 
f'act that molecular oxygen persists f'or a short time behind a shock f'ront . 
Photoelectric detection using a photomultiplier tube was the only solution 
f'ound. 
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b .  Photomultiplier envelope � transpe.rent � ultraviolet ligb.t . 
Since the glass envelope ot a photomultiplier tube does not transmit 
light in the vacuum ultraviolet, a coating of sodium salicylate was 
applied to the glass in front of the light sensitive area. Sodium 
salicylate fluoresces with uniform quantum etf1ciency63 over the entire 
range of wavelengths needed ( 1300 A to 1750 A ) .  The peak of' the emitted 
light ( A  = 4100 A )  is close to the sensitivity peak of an S-11 photo­
electric surface (A = 4lloo A),  which was the type used. 
c .  Fluorescence decay time of phosphor unknown . No intormation 
was available in the literature on the fluorescence decay time of sodium 
salicylate., but the experience of both Camac and others64 and the author 
indicates that it is less than lo-7 seconds . The rise time of the signal 
obtained by coating a 1P21 photomultiplier with some other organic phosphors 
was measured by Martinson and others65 and was found to be ot the order ot 
10-8 seconds . 
Description of Equipment 
1. Basic Items 
In siJIIplest terms the equipment items needed to measure the 
absorption coefficient of a sample of gas are a light source, an absorp­
tion path of known length, a device to select light of a known wavelength 
( i .e .  1 a monochromator) and a light detector . The items mentioned will 
be discussed in the order given. The absorption path is in the shock 
tube; the description given vill include all information pertaining to 
the shock tube, such as shock velocity measuring equipment and Operation 
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of the shock tube. The description given of the light detector will 
include information pertaining to the recording as well as the detection 
of the light sigDal. Figure 23 illustrates the main items of equipaent 
and how they are related to each other. 
2. Detailed DescriPtions 
a. Light source. As bas already been mentioned the ultraviolet 
light •ources used were developed at the Langley Research Center. They 
are best described as pulsed �drogen discharge lamps. Figure 24 is a 
drawing of the first successful lamp built. As indicated on the figure 
the cathode and most ot the glass envelope were taken from a radio trans­
mitter tube ( type 872 A) . The original intention was to operate it as 
a hot cathode, continuousJ.¥ operating, hydrogen discharge lamp. While the 
usual continuum and ma�V"-lined mlecular spectrum were obtained this way 1 
the intensity was inadequate . When a condenser was discharged througb the 
tube, however, intense ultraviolet light was observed. After a moderate 
development program the following combination ot parts was found to give 
satisfactory results over at least a portion of the desired spectral 
range ( 1550 A to 1750 A) : 
( 1) The lamp as shown on figure 24. The cathode was no longer 
heated but vas mereJ.¥ used as an electrode. 
( 2 )  An energy source capable ot producing a current pulse of 
2000 amperes tor 100 microseconds. An artificial transmission 
line made up of twenty 2 microfarad, 4 kilovolt condensers 
and ten 5 llicrohenry 1 center-tapped coils connected as shown 
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Figure 23 . - Schematic diagram of equipment . 
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Figure 24 . - Light source used for wave1engt� range 1550 to 1750 A .  
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Figure 25 . - Artificial transmission line used for energy storage . 
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the artificial transmission line were charged to about 
� kilovolts .  A noninductive series resistance of 0.8 ohms 
was included to match the load impedance to the output 
impedance of the line . 
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( .3 )  All electronic switch. A Kuthe laboratories hydrogen 
teyratron tube (type 175� ) .,  rated at 1000 amperes peak 
current and 25 kilovolts peak voltage was used. It applied 
the voltase to the discharge lamp less than 1 microsecond 
after being triggered by a pulse on its grid . 
( � )  A tank of commercial grade hydrogen. This gas was allowed 
to flow slowly through the discharge tube . The hydrogen 
pressure was maintained in the discharge region at about 
1 millimeter ot mercury by continuous pumping. 
Figure 26 shows the measured light intensity distribution with 
wavelength for this light source . 
One other light source from the many tried is shown on figure 27. 
It vas used tor the Shorter wavelengths where the light intensity pro­
duced by the first source vas low. The intensity distribution with wave­
length for this lamp was essentially the same as for the first source but, 
due to the confinement of the discharge to a smaller space, the intensity 
was higher . 
A pulsed hydrogen discharge lamp vas also used by Camac and others . 
This 1aap was described in a private caDIIUDication to the author as 
follows : Two hollow cylindrical electrodes were spaced about one-half 
inch apart and were sealed in a glass tube containing hydrogen at several 
llilli.meters pressure . The hydrogen supply vas maintained by a small amount 
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F igure 26 . - Measured light intensity distribution for source made from 
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Figure 27 . - Light source used for wavelength range 1300 to 1550 A .  
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ot uranium bydride66, which also served as a getter material tor residual 
impuritie s .  Ultraviolet light trom the molecular hydrogen spectrua was 
produced when the lamp was flashed at about 500 volts and the light lett 
the tube through a calcium fluoride window . 
Another flash type ultraviolet source similar to those developed 
at the Langley Center was reported by Golden and Myerson67 . Light was 
produced in their lamp by discharging 120 Joules through xenon, argon 
or krypton contained in a 4 millimeter quartz capillary 15 centimeters 
long . Continuous emiss ion was reported from 68oo A to 1500 A. The photo­
multiplier output was 1 volt at 1700 A using a circuit whose response time 
was less than 1 microsecond. This is about the same magnitude ot signal 
obtained in the present work . 
b.  Absorption � �  description of � shock �· The absorp­
tion path was 1 inch long . This dimension was determined by the inside 
diameter ot the stainless steel tube used for the low pressure section 
of the shock tube. One-eighth inch diameter lithium fluoride windows 
approximately 0.5  millimeter thick were set flush with the walls of 
the tube to perm! t the light to pass through perpendicular to the 
direction of motion ot the shock wave . Both windows were masked to give 
apertures 1 Jlillimeter wide by 3 millimeters high. The windows were 
cemented to the ends of removable plugs so that they could be frequently 
replaced. They were never polished or cleaned in any way . Repl.aceaent 
windows were always freshly cleaved from a :one-eighth inch diameter core 
ot lithium fluoride. After they were cemented in place the edges were 
smoothed flush with the metal and they were ready to be used. 
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The shock tube has been described by ScbeXD&yder68. It has a 
double driver section and a sixteen to one area contraction Just Defore 
the second diaphr8&Jl. The middle chamber was filled with helium to about 
1 atmosphere pressure and the high pressure chamber was tilled with 
heliUII or hydrogen to about 100 atmospheres . The high pressure diaphragms 
were one-sixteenth inch steel plates and two saw cuts about eleven­
thousandths of an inch deep were cut on each in the shape of an X to 
promote easy tearing of the metal and so that the remaining flaps would 
flatten against the walls out of the way of the flowing gas. Both Mylar 
film and scribed brass shim. stock were used tor the second diaphragms. 
Sometimes the second diaphragm was omitted in order to work in a lower 
range of shock strengths. In this case the lliddle chamber gas was the 
same as the gas under study. 
Operation of the shock tube was initiated by building up the 
pressure in the high pressure chamber until the steel diaphragm ruptured . 
The shock wave produced in the middle chamber broke the second diaphragm 
and reflected tram the area contraction -- leaving a region of hot, com­
pressed and essentially motionless gas to act as the driver gas for the 
remainder of the shock tube. 
The pressure in the one-inch diameter portion of the shock tube 
was always determined by the partial pressure of oxygen necessary to give 
a convenient amount of ultraviolet light absorption. At 1550 A in oxygen 
this pressure was about 0 . 3  millimeter of mercury and at the same wave­
leDgth in a 10 per cent oxygen in argon mixture was about 3 millimeters . 
The low pressure section was always pumped to 20 microns of .ercury before 
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rilling and was raised to the desired initial pressure by admitting 
the gas mixture through a leak valve while continuing the pumping . Thus 
the runs were taken in a slowly rloving gas . The errects or residual 
vapor pressures and small air leaks were minimized by this procedure . 
The leak rate ot the shock tube when closed ott trom the pump was 
1 or 2 microns per minute . 
The data necessary tor the determination or the state ot the 
test gas were : 
( l) The initial gas temperature . This was taken to be the same 
as the te.:perature or the shock tube wall and was measured 
to tl° K with a mercury-in-glass thermometer . 
( 2 ) The initial gas pressure . This was measured to !0.02 Jai.lli­
meter by two gB3e s1 an Alphatron vacuum gage and a 0-20 IIDil Hg 
dial gB3e . Both gages were calibrated against a McLeod gage 
and always agreed well with each other . 
( � ) The composition ot the gas . Tank oxygen which was guaranteed 
99. 6 per cent pure was used ror the runs in pure oxygen. The 
percenta&e ot oxygen in the oxygen-argon mixture was measured 
by the Langley Research Center chemistry section to be 10. 07 per 
cent ±o . 10  per cent . A tank or dry air was used ror the runs 
in air . All gases were passed through an activated alumina 
rilter at tank pre ssure berore entering the shock tube . 
( 4 )  The velocity ot the shock wave . This was measured by recording 
the time interval between signals received rrom ionization 
probes69 located 5 inches in rront ot and 5 inches behind 
the absorption windows -.• These probes sensed the small amount or 
ionization associated with the shock fronts . The probe 
sigoals were applied to the grids of type 2D21 thyratron 
tubes as shown in the circuit diagram on figure 28. The 
pulses produced by the tbyratrons were fed into a Berkeley 
counter which recorded the time interval between the pulses 
to tl microsecond. The pulse from the thyratron also trig­
gered the light flash and the horizontal sweep of the 
Tektronix Model 545 oscilloscope used to display the photo­
llllltiplier signal . The ionization probes proved to be 
unreliable for detecting shock waves which produced tempera­
tures below about 41 000° IC. An attempt was made to get data 
at lover temperatures by using the ionization probes as glow 
discharge probes in the manner described by Lundquist7°. 
This efiort was foiled by premature triggering of the 
thyratron tube associated with the second probe . The trouble 
was caused by interference produced by the heavy current 
discharge through the light source . Since lagging adjustment 
of the vibrational degree of freedom of oxygen would invali­
date most, if not all, of the runs below 4, 000° K the effort 
was abandoned. 
c. Monochromator. A grating monochromator was used to select a 
narrow band of wavelengths centered on the wavelength at which the 
absorption coefficient vas to be measured. The monochromator was designed 
and constructed at the Langley Research Center . It was similar to the 
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Figure 28 . - Single pulse generatnr triggered by ion probe . 
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the output wavelength by rotating the grating rather than sliding it 
along the Rowland circle . The diagram and equation shown on figure 29 
give the essential design information. 
The 2-inch diameter aluminum-on-glass grating had a radius of 
curvature of' 39 .888 to.008 centimeters . It was ruled at 15,000 lines 
per inch over an area of' one by three-fourth inch. It was blazed to 
concentrate most of' the light in the first order diffraction pattern . 
The dispersion was 0.0232 millimeter per angstrom over the wavelength 
range used. 
Both the entrance slit and the exit slit were located 2 inches 
ott the center line and at fixed but unequal distances tram the axis 
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of' rotation of the grating. The design wavelength was 1590 A. The 
corresponding values of Xl and x2 were 15 .524 inches and 15 . 331 inches ,  
respectively. At 1590 A the image of' the entrance slit was focused on 
the exit slit . When the grating was rotated from the design position the 
values ot x1 and x2 mentioned were no longer correct and the image 
falling on the exit slit was out of' focus . Since the defocusing was 
small over the wavelength range of interest and photomultiplier detection 
does not require a sharp image the only important effect was a shift of' 
the central wavelength of' the transmitted band b.Y about one angstrom unit 
at the limits of the desired wavelength range . 
The widths of' the entrance and exit slits were both set at· 
ten-thousandths of' an inch . For equal slit widths the distribution of 
transmitted wavelengths out of a continuum of uniform intensity is tri­
angular in shape . The apex ot the triangle represents maximum transmitted 
intensity and occurs at the central wavelength. For the slit settings 
'(' 
Light 
ray s  
Z
Row lan<J, circle 
xl 
Monochromator -
_a ( � z 1 c enter line ----- 1 
Concave 
grating 
x1 , y - entranc e slit position 
x2 , y - exit slit position 
nA. = s(sin d - sin i) 




mentioned the intensity dropped to one halt the maximum value at the 
central wavelength t5 .5 A and to zero at the central wavelength ±11 A .  
Selection ot a desired wavelength was accomplished by means ot 
a calibrated micrometer screw which moved an arm attached to the grating. 
The screw was calibrated in terms ot wavelength using lines from the 
spectrum ot mercury down to 1849 A and the re sonance line ot xenon at 
1470 A. The calibration points showed excellent agreement with a straight 
line drawn through the point s .  
To avoid absorption ot the ultraviolet light by the oxygen present 
in air the monochromator was built in a vacuum-tight enclosure which was 
maintained at a pres sure ot 1 micron or less . To illustrate the illlportance 
ot maintaining such a low pressure cons ider the calculated absorpt ion at 
1450 A in the approximately 45 inches ot light path between the shock 
tube and the photomultiplier . At 1 micron 3 per cent ot the light was 
absorbed1 at 10 microns 12 per cent and at 100 microns 72 per cent . 
d .  Light detector . A Dumont 6292 photomultiplier sensitized tor 
ultraviolet by a coating ot sodium salicylate was mounted about an inch 
trom the exit slit ot the monochrOlll&tor . The glass envelope was in 
vacuum; the base was in air . The vacuum seal was made by means ot a neoprene 
tton ring at the juncture ot the glass envelope and the base . The rise time 
ot the photomultiplier output circuit was about 2 X 10-7 seconds and the 
rise time ot the Tektronix Model 545 oscilloscope used to record the 
light signal was lo-8 seconds . The transit time ot the shock wave across 
the light path was 2 X lo-7 seconds to 5 x 10-1 seconds1 depending on the 
shock velocity. The linearity ot the output current as a function ot 
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illumination under the operating conditions used vas examined using 
data published by the manufacturer 72 • The voltage was usually set at 
150 volts per stage except for the cathode-first dynode potential which 
was made twice as high as the interdynode potentials . The sigDal current 
was of the order of 2 milliamperes and the voltage divider current was 
about 6 milliamperes.  The last two dynode stages were bypassed to avoid 
degeneration due to the signal current flowing in the divider . Linearity 
was better than 1 per cent . 
The uniform quantum efficiency ot sodium salicylate as a function 
of wavelength and the belief that its fluorescence lifetime is short 
enough to permit its use as described above have already been mentioned. 
The light intensity as a function of time was displayed on the 
screen of the oscilloscope and was photographed by a Polaroid Land camera . 
Figure 30 shows four typical records . The traces marked "Vacuum" show 
the intensity obtained with vacuum in the shock tube; the traces marked 
"Initial pressure" show the intensity obtained with the test gas at 
pressure PI . The traces marked "Record" correspond to those marked 
"Initial pressure" but show the shock wave passing through the absorption 
path . The traces marked "Visible light" were taken with the monochromator 
filled with air so that a record could be obtained of the amount of visible 
light getting through the monochromator . 
The hot gases behind strong shock waves are known to emit visible 
light73, and hot oxygen probably emits some ultraviolet light also . 
However 1 the measured absorption coefficients show no trends which could 
be attributed to emission. Also, two runs for which the ultraviolet light 
failed to provide the absorption background showed no trace of emitted 
light at the shock front . 
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The time base on all the records is 10 microseconds per c entimeter. 
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1. Data Needed 
Equation ( 13 ) showed that the data needed to determine the 
absorption coefficient at given temperature and wavelength were the 
ratio of emergent to incident light intensity tmmediately behind the 
shock front and the corresponding product of reduced gas density and 
absorption path length. 
2.  Description 2! Ana1ysis Methods 
a. Development ,2! !:  working equation. The diagram on figure 31 
illustrates the measurements made on the oscilloscope records . The 
intensity, Io1 was the intensity which would have been observed if there 
had been no absorption of ultraviolet light in the shock tube . Because 
of the lack of reproducibility in the intensity of the source from one 
flash to another, the values of I0 obtained from the traces corresponding 
to vacuum in the shock tube were inaccurate . The following equations 
were set up so that 10 would not be required: 
Transmission ratio after shock compression a III/Io = exp{ -kiiPIIl ) 
A 
,. exp( -k1:r<JPI 1 ) 
IIIIIo = ( III/Iz) • ( II/Io) ,. ( IIIfii )  exp( -kiPzl ) 
k11 = -( 1/aPil )[ln( IIzfii )  - kzPil] 
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Io 
Zero signal trace 
Time 
Figure 31 . - Diagram illustrating measurements made on records . 
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The quantities required for the evaluation of the high temperature 
,... 
absorption coefficient, kii1 from equation ( 14 ) were : 
( 1) the shock density,ratio, a = Pu/PI 
,. 
( 2 )  the room temperature absorption coefficient, ki 
( 3 )  the maximum value of ltt:r( �)  at 0° JC, � 
( 4) the light intensity ratio across the shock, I11/I1 
( 5 )  the ratio of the initial oxygen concentration to the concen­
tration of oxygen in the gas at 273° K and 1 atmosphere 
A 
pressure, PI 
( 6 )  the absorption path length, 1 
,. 
Values for k1 were obtained from the corrected IBM calculations 
shown on figure 19 . I I and I II were taken to be proportional to the 
distance of the signal trace from the zero signal trace on photographic 
enlargements of the original records . These distances were of the order 
of 10 to 50 millimeters to .  5 millimeter . 
Except for the absorption path length, 1 = 2.54 centimeters 
to . l  centimeter, the remaining items to be evaluated were a, TII' and 
PI· The method for finding these is explained in the next section. 
b .  Calculation 9.! � gas temperature .!:!!!! the oxygen concentration. 
The density and temperature behind a normal shock wave can Qe calculated 
free a knovledae of the shock velocity and the therm�c properties 
of the gas . Three conservation equations and the equation of state are 
the starting point : 
( 1)  Conservation of energy 
( 15 )  
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( 2) Conservation of momentum 
( 16) 
(3) Conservation of mas s 
( 17) 
( 4) Equation of state 
p = P RT ( J.8) 
From the above equations the following expressions were found : 
iii = Q./(21lii - 1)] . [<l + 7#xhli:r/7:rMJ - [l/(2'lii - 1)] . 
(fi l + 7rl'¥l�n/7].11� 2 - ( 2�II - l)[� + 2/(7I - l0 l/2 ( l9) 
a = PIIIPI = MIIMII ( 20) 
'ln/'fi � 7IIIII @1 + rAllrJ.IIi) - III� ( 21)  
Equation ( 21) wa.s solved for MII as follows 
iiu = ( l + 7:tl'il/27J.II  - {? 1 + 7:tl'il/27].11:i]2 - Tu/7tr�l/2 ( 22 ) 
A graphical solution wa.s obtained by plotting equations ( 19) and ( 22) 
against TII at constant MI. Corresponding values of lin and Tn 
were then read off the plots at the intersections of curves of equal MI· 
Cross plots of a and TII as fUnctions of MI were made from the 
re sults and are shown on figure 32. 
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Plots are shown for the three gas mixtures used . These were 
air, oxygen and a 10 per cent mixture of oxygen 1n argon. Calculations 
of a and TII for same of these gas mixtures have been published 
elsewhere74 .  These results are also shown on figure 32 for comparison 
to the results obtained here . 
'!'he curves shown on figure 32 are of three types .  One i s  marked 
"Constant 7" and is based on the assumption that � the translational 
and rotational degrees of freedom of the molecules are excited. A second 
type is marked •o2 vibration excited" and is based on the assumption that 
the vibrational degree of freedom of the oxygen molecule is excited in 
addition to the translational and rotational degrees . '!'he third type 
applies only to air and is based on the assuaption that vibration is tully 
excited for both oxygen and nitrosen. The above assumptions enter into 
the solution of equations ( 19 )  and (22)  through the enthalpy t\mction, 
1}1 in equation ( 19 ) .  Vibrationally unexcited oxygen and ni trosen were 
both assumed to have a specific heat ratio of 1 • 1.4.  The value 
7 = 1.67 was used for argon . For the cases in which vibrational excitation 
was assumed 'tor oxygen or nitrogen the enthalpy was taken from a. 
National Bureau of Standards Circular75 up to 51000° K and from Fickett 
and cowan76 between 51000° and 101000° K. 
For a. given shock tube run only one of the above assumptions 
corresponded to the actual conditions present behind the shock. On 
figures 331 34, and 35 the transmission of light measured on the records 
is compared to theoretical curves based on the assumptions mentioned . 
On figures 33 and 34 the numbers beside the experimental points are oxygen 
vibrational relaxation times in microseconds and were calculated from 
100r-------------------------------------------------------------� 
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Blackman 1 s data 77, using Byron 1 s estimate 78 that argon is one-third 
as efficient as oxygen for exciting oxygen vibration. On figure 35 
123 
the numbers are nitrogen vibrational relaxation .times and are based on 
the results of Camac and others79. 
The remaining quantity to be evaluated was Pr From equation ( 18) 
Ps = PsRTs and PI :a P:rRTI, wbere the subscript, s ,  refers to standard 
atmospheric conditions . Thus 
( 23 ) 
3 .  SW!III!arY � Data Anal.ysis 
The data an&).ysie can be summarized as follows : 
( 1) ( 14 ) 
( 2 )  a and T11 were obtained from figure 32 
A 
( 3 )  ki was obtained from figure 19 
( 4 )  111/11 was evaluated from the oscilloscope records 
( 5 ) P1 • (p1/p8)( T8/T1)g ( 23 ) 
( 6) the absorption path length, "t, was always 2 . 54 centimeters 
( 7) 1\, T1 and PI were recorded at the time the data were taken 
Presentation of Experimentally Measured 
Absorption Coefficients 
,.. 
Cross plots of k as a function of temperature at 13001 1350, • •  
1750 A were prepared from the IBM results shown on figure 19. 'rhese 
124 
plots are shown on figure 36 and serve as a comparison background for 
A A 
the experimental values of k, that is, kii from equation (14). Each 
ot the experillental points which appear on this figure represents a 
shock tube run taken under known initial conditions and at the wavelength 
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DISCUSSION OF � AND CONCLUSIONS 
Discussion of Results 
I 
1. Preliminary Re-.rks 
As was pointed out in chapter I, both theoretical and experillental 
approaches were made to the problem of deteraining the effect of tempera-
ture on the absorption coefficient . The Franck-Condon principle which 
underlies the theoretical treatment is well established and has proved 
over the years to be capable ot accurate prediction of transition proba-
bilities when all the pertinent factors are known and properly accounted 
for . Froa the outset the intention of the present investigation was to 
discover the general nature of the temperature dependence from the theo-
retical treatment and tben to att� to verity or to disprove the results 
by experillental measurement of the absorption in a shock tube . This 
program was carried out satisfactorily. 
At most wavelengths and temperatures the agreement between theory 
and expert.ent is good enough to show that the theory is essentially 
correct and a plausible explanation of the areas of disagreement is 
available . Because of experimental uncertainties and the possibility of 
syste.atic errors the corrected IBM results were selected as the best 
available estimate of the absorption coefficient except in the areas 
where experiment showed definite disagreement with theory. Empirical 
curves based chiefly on the observed absorption were prepared for use in 
these areas . 
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2. COJIU)arison ot Theory � Experiment !! � Temperature 
a. Plotted theoretical and experimental results . The three curves 
on figure 37(a)  show the results ot the three theoretical calculations 
at }(XJ° K. These are the same curves which are shown on figure 16. 
Since the experillental results did not include � values of the absorp­
tion coefficient at rooa temperature 1 the literature data shown on 
figure 2 were replotted on figure 37( a)  tor comparison to the theory. 
On figure 37(b)  the literature data are compared to the IBM 
theoretical curve both with and without the empirical correction for 
variation of the electronic transition probability with internuclear 
distance . 
b .  The wavelength correspondi!g � ma.xillua absorption. On figure 37( a )  
the wavelength at which maximum absorption occurs i s  1450 A for the IBM 
curve and is 1455 A tor the other two . Figure 37(b)  shows that the 
corrected IBM curve has a very flat peak centered at about 1430 A. The 
experimental peak lies soaevhere between 14oo A and 1475 A and thus does 
not distiDgUish between the calculated peak values .  
c .  � 1g wavelength side 2!,. � curve ( 1450 ! � .ll2Q & . 
Theory and experillent agree well in this region. Bowever1 the scatter 
of the experimental points is too great to permit a choice to be made between 
the vari�s theories . 
d. � short wavelength side of the curve ( 1300 ! to .!!2Q !l_. 
Except tor the corrected IBM curve theory and experiment do not agree in 
this region. Bote that the absorption coefficients measured by three 
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on the short wavelength side . This is convinci.Dg evidence that the 
deviation tram the theoretical curves on figure 37(a )  is real . 
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Little significance can be attached to the agreement on figure 37(b )  
between the corrected IBM curve and the data because the correction was 
designed to llake the curve tit the room teaperature data. 
3 .  Comparison £!_ Theory � E!periment at !!,E. Te!Perature 
a.  Plotted theoretical � eXJ)erimental results . The e:xperillental 
reaults at high teaperature are shown on figure 36. As was ��entioned in 
,., 
cha,eer III, the solid curves are cross plots ot k against temperature 
and are based on the uncorrected IBM calculations . The dotted curves 
are the same except tor the application ot the empirical correction tactor 
shown on figure 17. Bo dotted curve is shown on tigure 36{ a )  because the 
,., 
corrected IBM value ot k is zero at all te-.peratures tor X "" 1300 A. 
Some ot the shock tube runs were not suitable tor the deteraination 
,., 
ot k because molecular vibration was not in equilibriua behind the shock 
tront. Such runs are not shown on tigure ,36. All runs were plotted on 
figures 33, 34, and 35, however . The next section explains how the plots 
on the latter figures were used to determine which runs should be excluded 
because ot the lack ot vibrational equilibrium. 
b .  Deteraination £!_ which !:!!a! !!!!! vibrational equilibrium. The 
description ot data analJsis procedure given in chapter III pointed out 
,. 
that the o and TII values appropriate tor the calculation ot k from 
equation (14 )  depended upon the state ot vibrational excitation ot the 
components ot the gas Jllixture beiDg tested. The comparison ot observed 
light transmission to that expected on the basis ot the two or three 
14o 
possible states of vibrational excitation is the aost important single 
indication of the actual state of the gas but is sometimes ambiguous 
and aisleading when unsupported by additional evidence. 
The data on air shown on figure 35 are a good example of this . 
The tour points from the literature plotted on figure 35( a) seem to show 
that oxygen and nitrogen vibration are both tully excited tor all four 
points but examination of the oscilloscope records revealed relaxation 
regions behind the fronts of the two slowest shock waves which 1111st be 
interpreted as nitrogen vibrational relaxation because of the direction 
ot the adjust.nt8o. This .:kes the slight upsw1D8 of the lov speed 
points toward the "� vibration excited" curve appear significant . This 
conclusion is supported by the measured points on figure 35( b ) .  The 
runs shown there were obtained at MI s 10. 1  or below and, as expected, 
most of them are clustered close to the 11<>2 vibration excited" curve. 
The nitrogen vibrational adJustment was visible on all these records . 
,. 
Bo values tor k were obtained from the air records because the state of 
the gas behind the shock front was not well defined. 
Vibrational relaxation ot oxygen was observed on on� two of the 
air records . These are the two lowest points on figure 35(b )  and are 
labeled 5·25 and 9 · 50· Note that these two points lie close to the 
"02 and B2 excited" curve only by coincidence . 
Figure 33( f )  shows that between M1 = 7 and M1 s 8 1n oxygen-
argon mixtures the points turned toward the constant '1 curve, indicating 
that oxygen vibration was not in equilibrium. The vibrational adJustment 
was clearly visible on the corresponding records but the observed relaxa-
tion times were about three to tour times as long as the calculated times . 
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C&mac and others81 reported that argon was only one tenth as effective 
as oxygen for exc iting oxygen vibration, as compared to the factor one­
tb1rd82 used here . Recalculation of the relaxation times �sing the 
smaller factor gave better agreement, since it approximately doubled 
the calculated relaxation times . Thus the observed times support the 
efficiency factor reported by Camac and others . 
Vibrational relaxation was not observed on any of the records 
taken in pure oxygen. Also the points on figure 34( f )  do not turn 
t�d the constant 1 curve as they did on figure 33( f ) .  These two 
statements both indicate that vibratio�l relaxation of pure oxygen 
was too fast to observe on the records taken. As was mentioned previ-
ously, the inability of the shock detector stations to function properly 
below about 4,000° K prevented the determination of the region where 
they bend toward the constant 1 curve . 
The calculated vibrational relaxation times do not entirely 
support the above conclusion. In some cases they indicate that the 
vibrational adjustment should have been visible . For example, at 
Mx = 9 . o6  on figure 34(t)  the calculated time i s  1. 26 microseconds . 
In view of the experience gained in interpreting the oxygen-argon 
records so slow an adjustment should have been detectable . Since it 
was not , the calculated times were assumed to be in error . 
The net effect of the above observations relating to vibrational 
adjustments was to cause all the air records and all the oxygen-argon 
records below M1 = 8 to be reJected. It was not necessary to reJect 
any of the oxygen runs, although a similar limitation no doubt exists . 
c .  Correction £! � !2!:, � presence £! dissociation behind 
� shock front . It was pointed out in chapter III that the transit 
time of' the shoCk waves over the 1 millimeter width of' the ultraviolet 
light beam was 0 . 2  to 0.5 Jlli.crosecond . Unfortunately, these times are 
long enough to permit some dissociation of' molecular oxygen into atomic 
oxygen, particularly at the higher temperatures . To account f'or this 
the calculation of' kii from equation ( 14 )  was modified as follows : 
( 1 )  Plots of' a and 'rn similar to those shown on figure 32 
were prepared for partially dissociated mixtures . Oxygen 
vibration was as sumed to be tully excited . 
( 2 )  The dissociation rate of' oxygen was combined with the a, 
T11 , and degree of' dissociation relations obtained from the 
plots to calculate the state of' the gas as a tunct ion of' 
distance from the shock front . The rates used were obtained 
from a s�ate investigation in which the same records 
which were used f'or the determination of the absorption 
coefficient were also analyzed f'or the dissociation rate 
ot oxygen .  Comparison of these rates with a rate equation 
given by Matthewa83 showed satisfactory agreement even at 
temperatures considerably higher than 51 000° K, which was 
the upper temperature limit tor his experimental determinat ion 
of the rate . 
( 3 )  While the shock wave was passing through the light beam the 
trace on the o scilloscope rose too rapidly to be recorded. 
Therefore the observed Jump in absorption on the record corre-
sponded to the instant the shock wave left the light beam. 
(4 ) Since the gas behind the shock front was flowing in the 
direction in which the shock wave was moving and at nearlY 
the same speed, the gas within the 1 millimeter thickness of 
the light beam was made up not only of the gas origiaally 
there but also contained al1 the gas which was originally 
in a considerable length of the shock tube preceding the 
test section . The ratio of these lengths was closely related 
to, but not quite proportional to, the compres sion ratio 
across the shock front . 
(.5 )  The 1 mil11meter distance iJiaaediately behind the shock front 
was divided into several zones of unequal width . Zone width 
was determined so tbat an equal amount of dissociation occurred 
in each zone . 
( 6 ) Corrected IBM values of k and appropriate values of a, T11, 
and degree of dissociation were used to c�te the light 
transmission in each zone and a weighted average of the cal-
culated light transmission through the shock tube window was 
obtained by using the zone widths as weighting factors . Below 
,.. 
1375 A uncorrected IBM values were used for k .  Since the 
,.. 
temperature dependence of k was �rtant to the calculat ion 
rather than the magnitude, the uncorrected values were thought 
to be better suited to the calculation in the wavelength range 
where the correction factor was considered unreliable . 
( 7 ) The weighted average light transmission was compared to trans-
mission calculated for gradually increasing dissociation on 
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the assumption of unifor-m gas properties in the volume 
defined by the beam. The a, T11, and degree of dissocia­
tion values for the unifor-m sample which gave the same trans-
mission as the weighted average were used for the calculation 
A 
of kxx in equation ( 14 ) . 
d. Discussion ,2! the general nature .2!, � � tem,perature results.  
Certain general characteristics of the observed data can be brought out 
more clearly if they are noted before becoming involved in the discussions 
of the individual mixtures .  An examination of figure 36 reveals that : 
,. 
( 1) The values ot k obtained from the oxygen-argon mixtures 
are always larger than those obtained tram pure oxygen. 
This follows a definite pattern at all wavelengths and 
temperatures .  The data from either gas are internally con-
sistent but disagree when compared with each other. 
,. 
( 2)  The excess ot k varies with wavelength and is generally 
larger percentage-vise at the shorter wavelengths .  
,. ( 3 )  The excess ot k varies little, if any, with temperature . 
( 4) Above 1375 A, which is the wavelength at which the slope of 
the correction !actor changes abruptly, the oxygen points 
agree reasonably well with the corrected IBM curves .  Most of 
them lie somewhat below the curves, but many of the points at 
1550 A, where maximuJII. accuracy was obtained because ot the 
intense ultraviolet light available, agree nicely with the 
theory. 
( 5 )  The corrected IBM theory 1 which at the higher wavelengths stays 
quite close to the uncorrected curve, falls far below it at 
wavelengths shorter than 1375 A.  Both the oxygen and the 
oxygen-argon points show a tendency to follow this trend 
but do not go as far . This effect tends to confirm the 
suspicion voiced earlier that the empirical correction is 
not valid below 1375 A .  
e.  Discussion of � o:xygen-argon results . The following 
observations about the oxygen-argon results are based on an examination 
of figure 36: 
( 1) The distribution of the points agrees with the shape of the 
theoretical curves . 
( 2 )  With few exceptions the points fall above the theoretical 
curves, indicating stronger absorption than theory predicts .  
( 3 )  This departure is very large in the central range of wave­
lengths from 14oo A to 16oo A. 
( 4 ) The experimental scatter is about t6 per cent, as judged 
from the points on figure 36( g ) . 
'!'he departure of the experilaental oxygen-argon points tram the 
theoretical curves far exceeds the estimated errors .in measurement, which 
are discussed later in this chapter . Since the oxygen points agree 
fairly well with theory extra absorption in addition to that due to 
oxygen is believed to have been present in the oxygen-argon measurements .  
The cause of this extra absorption was not definitely identified, although 
it is believed to be due to high temperature argon. The following observa­
tions support this conclusion: 
( 1) No absorption was detected at room temperature in argon. 
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( 2 )  Several shock tube runs were taken in pure argon and the 
absorption jumps which were observed at the shock front were 
of the correct order of magnitude to explain the discrepancies 
previously mentioned. The argon used was tested for oxygen 
content and was found to contain less than 0 . 1  per cent oxygen. 
( 3 )  Analysis of the records in connection with the separate inves­
tigation of the dissociation rate of oxygen revealed residual 
absorption of about the magnitude expected on those portions 
of the traces where oxygen was tully dissociated into atoms 
and was therefore not absorbing. 
( 4)  Examination of the energy level dial!;raa84 for argon shows 
that room temperature argon does not absorb at wavelengths 
longer than lo48 A. Absorption at longer wavelengths is 
possible from the excited states .  
( 5 )  The observed extra absorption appears to be a continuum, 
since its intensity changes slowly with wavelength. This 
indicates that the mechanism responsible probably leads to 
ionization because jumps between discrete levels would neces­
sarily lead to a discrete absorption spectrum. 
f. Discussion of � oxygen results . The following observations 
about the oxygen results are based on an examination of figure 36: 
( 1) The distribution of the points agrees with the shape of' the 
theoretical curves .  
( 2 ) Most of the points fall close to both the corrected and 
uncorrected IBM curves, although they seem to favor the 
corrected curves . 
( 3 )  The experimental scatter is about !8 per cent 1 as Judged 
from the points on figure 36( g ) .  
At 1300 A and 1350 A the corrected curves depart markedly from 
A 
the uncorrected curves 1n the direction of' smaller k values .  The 
oxygen points also depart sharply from the uncorrected curves at these 
wavelengths and in the same direction. However, the experimental points 
,., 
do not go as far toward smaller k as do the corrected curves . 
As was pointed out in chapter I, the correction factor which 
appears on figure 17 is on uncertain ground below 1375 A due to the 
belief' that the sudden change in slope which occurs there is caused by 
some other factor than the variation of' the electronic transition 
probability with internuclear distance . Thus the method used to apply 
the correction factor to the excited vibrational states above 1375 A is 
not expected to apply below 1375 A. 
Nevertheless, the effect is known to affect the absorption of' 
molecules in the ground vibrational state, and these still make up the 
majority of' the gas even at high temperature . The way in which the 
disturbance affects the higher vibrational states is simply not known. 
,., 
g.  � estimate SI£. ! !1 � temperature .  The follOWing 
conclusions were reached on the basis of' all available information: 
( 1) Above 1375 A the corrected IBM results were considered to be 
the best estimate of' the high temperature absorption coef'f'i-
cient of oxygen. 
( 2) Below 1375 A empirically determined curves corresponding to 
A 
k values intermediate between the corrected and uncorrected 
IBM curves were considered to be the best estimate . 
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A 
The ca.posite "best estimate" values of k as functions of 
temperature and wavelength are listed in table I .  The "corrected" and 
"uncorrected" IBM results are also listed there . 
4.  Discussion 2! E!Perimental Errors 
A 
Each of the quantities affecting the experimental values of k 
will be considered in turn. Except for A and T11 they are all con­
tained in equation ( 14 ) • 
a .  Error � wavelength measurements . On the basis of the experience 
gained in operating the monochromator, the wavelength settings were 
reproducible to ±6A . The band-pass width was l1A and maximum intensity 
occurred at the central wavelength . Since k varies slowly with wave-
length the average absorption coefficient over the � band was believed 
to be a good approxim&tion to the value at the central waveleDgth . The 
error in the wavelengths quoted for each run is believed to be no more 
than ±lOA . 
b .  Error � tem:perature measurements . The high temperature, '�'II' 
was obtained from the measured shock Mach number, M1, usiD8 the plots 
shown on figure 32. The errors in the MI values are discussed sep-
arately and lead to an uncertainty in Mr of 1 .  7 per cent . The 
corresponding maximum uncertainty in TII as read from fig\l.l"e 32 is 
2.5 per cent . 
The plots on figure 32 are themselves subJect to approximately 
1 per cent uncertainty due to the use of a graphical solution of 
equations ( 19 )  and ( 22) . 
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TABLE I 
THE ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT OF OXYGEN AT SELECTED 
WAVELENGTHS AND TEMPERATURES 
" 
OK (a )  k ( best estimate) 
T 1300 1350 14oo 1450 1500 1550 16oo 166o 1700 1750 
300 o . ogo 0 .500 0 .985 0 .995 0. 822 0 . 583 0 . 335 0 . 135 o.o6o 0.018 
1, 000 .13() . 48o · 94o .9()6 - 744 ·550 · 351 . 180 . 104 -053 
2,000 .172 .435 .808 -718 ·590 . 471 · 353 . 22<) . 170 . 112  
3,000 . 200 · 371 .674 -580 . 491 .4o7 . 328 . 242 . 198 . 143 
4,000 . 201 . 304 .544 .472 . 410 . 348 . 2<)2 . 230 . 188 . 148 
5,000 . 173 . 251 . 445 .385 .340 ·300 . 26o . 210 . 180 . 147 
6,000 - 158 . 210 . 368 -320 .286 . 253 . 224 . 19() . 165  . 137 
1,000 . 131 . 185 . 3<)6  . 268  . 244 . 220  . 197 . 168 . 150 . 130 
8,000 . uo . 161 . 262 . 230 . 2ll . 192 . 173 . 150 . 135 -ll7 
9,000 ·093 . 142 .221 . 200 - 190 . 172 . 154 . 134 . 121 . 101 
10,000 .078 . 122 . 192 . 172 . 162 . 152 . 138 . 121 . 111 . ()98  
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TABLE I . - (Continued) 
THE ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT OF OXYGEN AT SELECTED 
WAVELENGTHS AND TEMPERATURES 
� 
( b )  Corrected 
A 
values from IBM 704 calculations OJC k 
T 1300 1350 1400 1450 1500 1550 16oo 166o 1700 1750 
300 0 0.425 0.985 0 .995 0.822 o. 583 0. 335 0 . 135 o . o6o 0. 018 
1,000 . 420 ·940 .9()6 ·744 ·550 · 351 . 18o . 104 .053 
2,000 · 350 .BoB . 718 ·590 . 471 . 353 · 229  . 170 . 112 
3,000 . 28o .674 .58o . 491 .407 . 328 . 242 . 198 . 143 
4,000 . 222 . 544 .472 .410 .348 ·292 . 230 . 188 . 148 
5,000 . 185 .445 . 385 . 340 . 300 . 26o  . 210 . 18o . 147 
6,000 . 149 . 368 .320 . 286 · 253 . 224 . 190 . 165 .137 
1,000 . 124 . 3()6  .268 .244 . 220 . 197 . 168 . 150 . 130 
8,000 . 102 . 262 .23<) . 211 . 192 . 173 . 150 . 135 . 117 
9,000 .o89 . 221 . 200 . 190 . 172 . 154 . 134 . 121 . W1 
10,000 . 019 . 192 . 172 . 162 . 152 . 138 . 121 . lll . ()98  
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TABLE I . - { Concluded ) 
THE ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT OF OXYGEN AT SELECTED 
WAVELENGTHS AND TEMPERATURES 
'1c ( c )  Uncorrected 
" 
values from IBM 704 calculations k 
T 1300 1350 14oo 1450 1500 1550 16oo 166o 1700 1750 
300 0. 216 0 . 545 0 . 862 1.00 0 .870 0.625 0 . 370 0 .158 0 .075 0 .028 
1,000 . 250 - 557 .824 0.903 .781 -588 . 387 . 2()5  .124 .066 
2,000 · 297 . 550 .7o6 ·712 . 621 . 5()8  . 387 · 259 . 200 . l,S 
3,000 - 335 · 509 ·594 ·578 ·510 . 434 - 358 . 273 . 222 . 172 
4,ooo . 328 .451 . 498 .479 . 426 · 313 . 319 . 258 . 219 . 18o 
5,000 .}04 - 391 . 422 . 400 . 361 . 320 . 28o .232 . 204 . 174 
6,000 . 271 . 340 . 36Q  . 338 . 3o6 · 215 . 245 .208 . 187 . 162 
7,000 . 245 . 298 .3()6 · 290 . 263 . 238 . 215 . 186 . 168 . 149 
8,000 . 219 . 261 . 268 .254 . 230 . · 209  . 190 . 164 . 152 . 136 
9,000 . 199 . 232 . 234 . 220 . 204  . 186 . 170 . 151 . 138 . J25  
10,000 . 18o .209 . 207 . 196 . 18o . 164 . 150 . 133 · 125 . 115 
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To evaluate the effect of the lack of precise knowledge of the 
enthalpy at high temperature the uncertainty produced in equation ( 19 ) 
by 3 per cent uncertainty in T) was calculated&.> to be 0 .  67 per cent 
in a typical case . The enthalpy values used for temperatures below 
5, 000° K were good to 2 .  6 per cent86. The source87 used for the higher 
temperatures did not state the precision of their results but the values 
given joined smoothly with the low temperature values .  
The r11 values read from the plot vere corrected in each case 
for variation of T1 from the standard value of 300° K used in preparing 
the plots.  The T1 values were correct to 0. 4 per cent . 
The largest correction to TII for the presence of dissociation 
behind the shock front vas 21 932° K. The precision of this correction 
was difficult to estimate but was probablY no worse than 10 per cent of 
the correction. 
On the basis of the above discussion the uncertainty in TII is 
believed to be about 4 per cent . 
c .  Error � measuring � � number . The shock Mach number, 
Mr1 is a dimensionless velocity and was determined from the time required 
to go a distance 'of 10 inches !o .l  inch. The test window was located at 
the center of the 10-inch distance . The shock speed decreased as the 
shock wave moved down the tube but at the window position the actual speed 
was the same as the average speed over the 10-inch distance. This state­
ment is based on the assumption of constant deceleration. 
Combining the error in distance measurement with the ±1 microsecond 
error in time measurement yielded an error of ±1.7 per cent in the shock 
Mach number if ne�i&ible error was assumed to exist in the value used for 
the soUDd speed. 
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d. Error in measurement .2! � density ratio across � shock 
front . Since the density ratio, a, was found from the graphical solu­
tion of equations ( 19 )  and { 22 )  the above discussion of the factors 
influencing the accuracy ot the TII values also appl:y tor a. However 1 
as figure 33 shows, a is less sensitive to error in MI than is TII · 
The a values are believed to be correct to ±3 per cent . 
e .  Error in determining the value ot ki · From figure 37(b )  
,. 
the uncertainty in ki was estimated to be of the order ot 5 per cent 1 
although it may be somewhat larger than this tor wavelengths shorter 
than 1� A .  
t .  Error .!!! measuring � intensity ratio . The accuracy ot the 
distance measurements made on the enlarged records varied a great deal 
but was typicall:y 5 per cent . 
g.  Error in the value of the maximum absorption coefficient, k5. 
The value ot k5 was taken to be 4oo ca-l ±5 per cent . 
h.  Error .!a determining � value ,2! _!. As was stated in 
chapter III, 1 • 2 .54 centimeters to .l  centimeter . 
A 
1 .  Error ,!a determining � value .2! J!.· The normalized gas dens1 ty 1 
,. p 1 was defined by equation ( 23 ) as tollows : 
The pressure, PI1 was measured to !0 .02 millimeter . The temperature, 
Tp was measured to ±1 ° K. The mole traction of oxygen 1n1tiall:y present 
A 
was known to ±O .oo4. On the basis of these statements the value ot p 
in equation ( 14) was correct to ±1 per cent. 
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,. J .  Error in the experimental kii values.  The net effect of 
the experimental errors discussed in the preceding sections has to be 
,.. 
evaluated in the light of equation ( 14) ,  which was used to compute ku· 
The leading factor, 1/ cs, was uncertain by about 3 per cent . The first 
,. 
term inside the square brackets is k1 and was uncertain by about 
5 per cent . The second term was correct to about 10 per cent . The 
uncertainty in the square bracket term depends on the relative sizes 
ot the two terms, since neither was dominant in all cases. Taking the 
conservative point of view, the uncertainty in the square bracket term 
" 
was assumed to be 10 per cent . Thus the uncertainty in k11 was found 
to be 10 .5 per cent . 
It is satisfying to note that the observed scatter of 6 to 8 per 
cent is within the estimated limits of error . 
Concluding Remarks 
A theoretical and experimental investigation of the absorption 
coefficient of molecular oxygen at high temperature is reported here . 
The wavelength range covered is in the vacuum ultraviolet region tram 
1}00 A to 1750 A. The theoretical treatment covers all temperatures 
from .300° to 10,000° K. The experillental investigation was carried out 
in the temperature range of 41000° to 10,000° K. All values of the 
absorption coefficient found apply only to oxygen for which the vibrational 
degree of freedom is tully excited. 
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The final results tor the high temperature absorption coefficient 
as a tunction of temperature and wavelength are listed in table I. The 
experimental values found are plotted on figure 36. The estimated 
uncertainty of the experimental values is of the order of 10 per cent 
except tor the oxygen-argon results, which give absorption coefficients 
up to 200 per cent larger than oxygen . The experimental scatter of the 
oxygen-argon results was shown to be within the liJiits of experi.Mntal 
error if allowance is made tor observed extra absorption, which is 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
PROCEOORE USED IR CAICUIATING THE POTENTIAL CURVE 
FOR THE B( 3I:\i) STATE 
Equation (8)  shows that k/P is proportional to a-1/3� .. .  
Since k and E* are known as functions of ). from room temperature 
data and rJv" was calculated as a function of r from the Morse 
potential, a relation between ). and rs was found by comparing 
properly normalized plots of k/E* apinst i and a -1/�. against 
rs ·  The follov1Dg procedure describes how this was done : 
( 1)  Two plots of �/(kA)-.x against i were prepared. One 
was based on the data of Watenabe, Zelikotf 1 and r.rm.88 and 
the other on the expert.entall.y determined absorption curve 
given by Di tchburn and Hecldle89 . The curves f'ound in this 
way are shown on f'igure 38. 
(2)  A plot ot c,a-1/3� against rs is shown on figure 39*. 
c3 was chosen to make the maximum ordinate unity. 
( 3)  Corresponding A1 r 8 pairs were tabulated by picking of'f' v 
and rs f'or k.A/(kA)JIIIILX • c3a-l/3�. A separate tabulation 
was prepared tor each ot the experimental absorption curves 
ot f'igure 38. 
( 4 )  By adding to ' the energy of the initial state as calculated 
trom the Morse potential the points shown on figures 12 and 13 
*As is shown in Appendix B, the use of a delta-function f'or the 
upper state eigentwlction requires that the integral in equation ( 3)  vanish 
except tor r • r8 • Thus rs was used for the plot on tigure 39 rather 
than r .  
kA 
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were found . The B state potential curve shown on figure 13 
was determined by drawiq the most reasonable appearing 
curve thrOJ;lgh all available points . 
Bote that this procedure assumes that ko( "'- )  can be correctly' 
calculated froa a knowledge of the initial state wave functions and the 
upper state potential curve by usiDS the "reflection .. method. Coolidge, 
James and Preaent90 point out that this is not so , although it is a 
good approximation for v" = 0. ( See their fig . 6, page 204. ) The 
most obvious error is a shift of the peak of the distribution curve 
toward loqer waveleqths and is caused by the fact that maximum. absorp-
tion occurs when the relative orientation of the initial and final 
state wave functions is such that the overlap integral, �� ¢vnu4r, 
is maximized rather than when the turning point of the upper •tate 
wave function occurs at the same value of internuclear distance as the 
peak of the lower state wave fUnct ion . 
Upon complet ion of the IBM calculations based on the potential 
1. 2 found as described a plot of C4a·l/3 0 �0udr against rs was 
added to figure 39 · As before, the constant was chosen to make the 
maximum ordinate unity . The agreement with the plot of c,a·1l'-o2 
is ream-k&bly good. 
The two curves of figure 39 were used together with the Watenabe , 
Zelikoff and IDn curve of figure 38 to plot the points shown on figure 14. 
The E*, r s curve shown on figure 14 vas derived from the B state 
potential used in all the calculations and it is sati sfying to observe 
that the set of points based on the IBM calculations agree s with thiS 
curve better than the "reflection" points, even though the difference 
is in most cases quite small. 
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APPENDIX B 
DERIVATION OF EQUAfiON (8) 
As vas stated in equation ( 3 ) 1 the absorption coefficient kyn( �)  
is  proportional to certain factors . The most important of these is the 
vibrational overlap integral, �� �v"Qdr. Replacing the u fUnction 
by a delta fUnction located at the turning point permits the integral 
to be evaluated, that is, �� �nudr • ¢vn( rs ) 1  where rs is the value 
of r at the turning point of the B state . 
Normalized Morse fUnctions were used for ¢v" · It vas not 
necessary to normalize the delta functions used to replace u because 
the normalization factor rl/2 for the u function appears explicitly 
in equation ( 3 ) .  The derivation of the factor, pl/2, i• given in 
Appendix c .  Substitution of F = (241 .89 11/4a·l/6)2 and £� ;vnudr = ¢vn(r6 )  
into equation ( 3 )  gives the following result : 
kv"(�)  = constant E*a ·l/3�" 
where ( 241.89)2 has been absorbed into the proportional.ity constant 
and the whole equation bas been divided by �. 
APPENDIX C 
DERIVATION OF THE NORMALIZATION FACTOR FOR 
THE u WAVE FUNCTION 
The fact that Hankel fUnctions sati ety the Schroedinger equation 
when V is linear bas already been mentioned . The normalization factor 
was derived by suitab� comparing the Hankel function solution for u ,  
which is a good approximation near the turning point , to the WBK 
solution91, which is a good approximation everywhere except near the 
turning point . The reasoning goes as follows : 
( 1 )  Except for a constant factor the asymptotic Hankel 
amplitude is identical to the WBK amplitude for the same 
potential . Let the potential used for the WBK function 
depart from a straight line at some point distant from the 
turning point and let it approach the dissociation energy 
of the B state as r -+ 110. Normalize the WBK amplitude to 
unity at infinity . 
( 2 )  The desired normali zation factor is the factor required to 
make the Hankel amplitude coincide with the normalized 
WBK amplitude in the region where both are derived from a 
straight line potential . 
( 3 )  The value of the Hankel function at the turning point is 
given as 1.074 in the tables92 used and this value was always 
used for the value of u at the
. 
starting point for the 
integration of equation ( 10) on the IBM 7<>4 computer . 
( 4) The value of u at the turning point of a Hankel 
:f'Unction ia93 
where a is the elope of the B state potential curve 
at the turning point . 
( 5 )  Setting this equal to 1 .074 gives 
(6 )  The asymptotic Hankel amplitude* is 
where 
(7)  The corresponding normalized WBK amplitude is 
where 
bao = h/fl [2�E - V '  )] l/2\ = ( l/h)( 2�)1/2 
\: }r-+ ao 
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*See Schiff ' s equations ( 28 .16) and ( 28 . 17 )  • The Hankel function 
used is u+ + u- in Schiff ' s  notation. The factor 1.7318 is the sum of 
exp( -•i/6) and exp( -5fl.i/6)  • 
( 8) The desired normalization factor is 
( 9 )  Substitution of F into equation (: � ) gives 
lt.,•(;>.) • ea-1/'ztt[C If.,-� 2 
where ( 241 .89)2 bas been absorbed into the constant, c. 
